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Abstract

In this paper we address the initialization problem for model-based coding system. A semi-automatic scheme
based on using feature points is proposed. It has three features: 1) uses personal feature points, 2) user’s assistance
is necessary, and 3) it is a global optimal solution. The minimum spanning tree (MST) technique is used to
organize feature points into an ordered path and a dynamic programming based matching technique is developed
and used to localize the defined feature points. Promising results are obtained and reported.
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1 Introduction

The concept of model based coding (MBC) of human faces was first introduced in 1983 [4]. Major contributions
include [2][5][1]. A block diagram of a model-based coding scheme is shown in Fig. 1. The central idea is
to parameterize a talking face, based on a face model. The parameters describing facial movements and texture
information are extracted and transmitted.
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Figure 1: The block diagram for a Model-based coding system.

The receiver can drive a face animation with the received parameters based on the face model. High com-
pression could be achieved with this scheme, since only the scene description parameters are extracted and trans-
mitted. Since the nineties, model-based coding and face animation have become increasingly popular. Intensive
researches have been done in face detection, face tracking,face recognition, face animation, face expression
analysis etc. All these have led to an important event: in 1999, the international standard MPEG-4 was recti-
fied, including definition for representation and coding of facial animation parameters. The related research is
motivated by applications like video conferencing, movie,computer games, Web animation, etc.

In MBC of typical head-and-shoulder sequences, the centraltask is how to extract the scene descriptor based
on a geometric model such as a wireframe. The process consists of two steps: 1) fitting a general wireframe to the
face and 2) facial motion analysis, or in short: face tracking. Face tracking is a special case of motion estimation
and structure from motion problems. MBC especially benefited from those techniques that making use of a face
model.

Model based face tracking for the first video frame normally consists of three steps: face detection, model
fitting and motion tracking. In the model fitting step, a face model was fitted onto the face region found by the face
detection step. The motion tracking step does the motion estimation and updates the 3D face model accordingly.

For successive video frames, the overall operation is similar to what happen in the first frame. The major
difference lies in that the outcome from the motion trackingstep is often utilized to predict the face position in
the following frame and thus help the face detection step. This leads to our definition:Initialization refers to
the process of fitting the generic face wireframe, onto the face region in the first video frame to facilitate further
tracking process. It could be applied at the very beginning,or when face tracking system fails and need to be
recovered, in which case it is called re-initialization.

Although a lot of research effort has been put in the latter case of successive face tracking, there is little
dealing with how to solve initialization problem seriously. In most related references, the initialization problem
is treated in two ways: either through manual fitting of the model or ignoring the problem and assuming a face
detector do the job. Many factors make initialization very challenging. Since initialization process is the basis
of successive tracking. The quality of initialization directly affects the later performance, so initialization is a
crucial step in the system.
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2 Initialization

The task of initialization is to find the optimal adaptation of the face model to a video frame, or to find the
parameter vectorx that minimizes the distance between the input frameI andI′. I′ is a function of the face model
vectorm, which include the rigid 3D space translation, rotation, non-rigid deformation, and the projection from
3D space into the 2D image plane, that is:

I′ = P(Rm+T+Dm) (1)

R is the rotation matrix,T is the translation vector,D is a deformation matrix [5],P is the camera projection
matrix. x is the argument which minimize certain distance function.:

x = argmin||I− I′|| (2)

There are two distinct approaches to solve this problem based on what is the choice used inI andI′ in equation
(1) and (2). One is a feature based approach:I, I′ are facial features (feature points, edges, wavelets etc.)and
the correspondence problem is solved to recover the motion information. The other is an appearance-based
method: AAM [3]. We focus on the feature-based methods to dealing with the initialization problem. The task
of initialization is depicted in Fig. 2. Letp denote a vertex point of a generic wireframe model, andp′ denote
the corresponding point on the target face. The transform from p to p′ could be modelled as a local transform
followed by a global transform.

p′ = G1(L1(P)) (3)

The local transform,L1, deforms and maps the generic wireframe to the target face. The local transform
is depended on the anatomic facial structure and appearing facial expression. Obviously, the local transform is
person-dependent and physically a non-rigid transform. Applied by the local transform, the generic wireframe
will be mapped into a personal wireframe. The global transform G1 specifies how personal wireframe is trans-
formed to fit a posited face. The global transform can be fullydescribed by a 3D rotation followed by a 3D
translation. The initialization task is to compute these two transformsG1 andL1.

P
P’

Figure 2: The initialization step: fit a generic 3D model ontoone face.

Although an automatic fitting is highly desirable, difficulties from the real world, like, illumination, camera
noise, facial expression, complex facial appearance, etc.make it extremely hard to develop a fully automatic
fitting technique that works for all people at all the time in all situations. We thus suggest the Semi-Automatic
Fitting the strategy to handle initialization problem. Initialization is performed in two stages:

Manual Fitting: From the template image, a frontal-view face image of the user, numerous facial feature
points are selected and localized. A generic 3D wireframe model is fitted to the face. The fitting operation can
be done manually by the user or third parties. After fitting the generic wireframe is deformed into a personal
wireframe.
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Automatic Fitting: During the application process, the defined facial featurepoints are detected and localized
from the face of the user appearing in the first frame of video.Change in spatial coordinates of the facial feature
points can be modeled as:

q′ = G2(q) (4)

whereq andq′ represent the same feature point appearing in the template image and the first frame.

Now the initialization problem is solved by using the personal wireframe created in the manual fitting stage
and applyingG2 on the personal wireframe. More specifically, the wantedG1 is G2 now, and the wanted local
transformL1 is fixed by manual fitting.

The later sections demonstrate how to define, detect, and localize the facial feature points and how to specify
and compute the transformG2.

2.1 Manual Operation

In the offline work stage of the initialization process, the user is involved in the once fitting of generic model onto
face region. To find the feature points matching path, the system first helps to find the candidate template feature
points using a point detector [7]. It could be seen from the the candidate ”good” feature points are quite different
from those defined in FAP of MPEG-4. This implies that in practical, personal features serves better than the
”standard” feature points, since many ”standard” feature points just does not appear even when the point detector
is carefully tuned. The system generate the MST graph automatically, the graph need to be transformed into one
directed graph.

As pointed out before, the user has to manually fit the model onto the first video frame to help the local
transformation. Since this could be done as off-line work, the user could carefully do the fitting on a static image
instead of the real video frame. Fig. 3 shows an example of theMST path and the manual fitting.

Figure 3: Left: Candidate feature points found by system automatically and the MST matching path overlaid.
Right: Manually fitting and deformation of the generic face model onto the face image.

From here we could see some advantages of separating the offline work stage and the application stage: the
manual fitting could be done by a third party, and the MST matching (G2) has nothing to do with local transform
(L2), thus user have more control of the system’s performance.

2.2 Matching feature point sets

We suggest to use the global optimal Viterbi algorithm to do the dynamic programming (DP) matching. A multi-
level is implemented for the sake, it is a revised Viterbi algorithm using the MST path. Inspired by [6][1], the
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MST path could be arranged as a principle path, or critical path, and sub-paths. Fig. 4 shows the revised Viterbi
algorithm trellis structure.

S1 

S2 

S3 

S4 

S5 

S6 

Figure 4: Viterbi algorithm with MST matching path, the thick line are the main trellis and dotted lines are
sub-trellis.

The principle path is the path consisted with feature pointsS1S2S3S4, the node perpendicular to the path
represent the possible location [6][1]. The correspondingtrellis is the main trellis drawn as continuous lines. The
pathS5S2 andS6S3 are sub-paths with corresponding sub-trellis drawn in dotted line. The sub-trellis could be
proceed first, and save the final matching score into the nodes(S2,S3) as local matching score, the main trellis
is processed later with all sub-trellis’s matching score having been processed. After main trellis processing, the
final score will contain all DP matching information.

The MST graph matching path is also used in [8] where the MST isused to describe the Gabor jet graph for
face object. The difference between our work and theirs is that we use point’s eigenvalue [7] as graph node value
and they use Gabor jet, and they did not use DP to do the graph matching. The score (cost function) used at
each node greatly affect the final score and thus the matchingresult. So it has to be selected carefully. The cost
function should capture the ”similarity” knowledge between the template and input feature set. In out work, we
use the minimal eigenvalue calculated when evaluate good feature points as the cost function. Since the minimal
eigenvalue encode the ”goodness” for tracking and thus the knowledge of the feature point.

2.3 Fitting a face model

Fitting the wireframe face model onto face region is based onthe DP matching result and also the user’s manual
fitting. Since we only work with near front face, we could assume all the template feature points lying on a
planar patch. An affine transform could be used to model the feature points’ motion under a weak perspective
projection. The desired transformG2 is an affine transform. The matched points coordinateP = (u,v)T and it’s
correspondent template point coordinatesP′ = (u′,v′)T could be modelled as an affine transform. Thus we could
write the over-determined transform function and find the solution of G2 through least square estimation. The
solution ofG2 only describe how the template could be model by the affine transform. In order to apply this
transform onto the wireframe face model, the system still need the knowledge of the user’s manual fitting of the
face at off-line work.
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3 Matching range and deformation

In previous studies [6][1], the edge information is used as template for the DP matching. Usually around 20
percent of deformation could be achieved easily. While in this work, we use feature points as template. The
template rely on only relative positions of the points, so only the configuration of the graph is important. We
thus save only the normalized configuration of the feature points set and the MST path sequence. In the real
initialization process, if a face detector is adapted, the system could also adjust the template size online according
to the found face region. The system thus could in handle any range of input image. In practice, the feature points
could be reliably detected only when the face region is largeenough.. At any size of image, we also allow local
deformation of around 20 percent when doing the matching. The system could then both work at rather big range
of image size and around 20 percent of relative deformation at each image size.

Figure 5: The DP matching result of the template MST.

We test our system with face images taken by different cameras under different illumination and at different
time. Fig. 5 shows one of the DP matching of the feature pointsset. Fig. 6 is the model fitting result. The
template image for manual preparation is taken in 1999. The testing image is a recent face image took by another
web camera in 2003.

4 Conclusion

Although a full automatic initialization is the best solution, yet due to many difficult factors, it turned out to
be an extremely difficult task, if not impossible. We suggesta semi-automatic solution at now, hoping that we
could make use of user’s once manual fitting result as established knowledge and ask the computer to do the
initialization later. The user’s intelligence could be integrated into the template through off-line work. In the
application stage, the initialization is automatic. Our suggestion is a user specific system that relies on user’s
personal features. These features are stable in long run andmuch easier to detect and track and thus could be
good clue for the initialization tasks. A semi-automatic initialization system could well serve for the initialization
problem in a MBC system. Our scheme is both robust and easy to be set up. DP solution is global optimal and
does not relies on starting searching point.
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Figure 6: Fitting of the generic face model onto face based onthe DP matching.
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